Pharmacogenetics and drug therapy in psychiatry--the role of the CYP2D6 polymorphism.
The importance of pharmacogenetics in medicine is growing with the identification of genetic variability by faster screening methods using automatic sequencers. A particularly interesting finding is that apart from environmental and psychological factors, drug response may be influenced by several biological factors as a result of genetic determinants leading to interindividual variability. Several mutations in genes coding for enzymes of the drug metabolizing system, as well as for neurotransmitter receptors or degrading enzymes and monoamine transport proteins, have been identified and investigated in psychiatry. But, despite the fact that some genetic polymorphisms of enzymes (mainly cytochrome P450 2D6) are well known, the application of pharmacogenetics as a therapeutic tool for improving patient care is rare. This review has three parts. In the first an overview is given of CYP450 characteristics and the genetic polymorphisms of interest to psychiatry. In the second the clinical implications of the CYP2D6 polymorphism are reviewed and in the third part other aspects on pharmacogenetic research in psychiatry are discussed. The aim of our review is to promote the application of pharmacogenetics in everyday clinical practice.